One may estimate the in vivo stability of a gene product by measuring its level after its synthesis has been arrested. For example, the enzyme beta-galactosidase is stable in vivo, since its amount does not decline following removal of inducer.1 On the other hand, the informational intermediate in enzyme synthesis is apparently unstable, since enzyme-forming capacity declines rapidly after inducer removal or inhibition of RNA synthesis. [2] [3] [4] [5] In order to extend this kind of analysis to the product of a regulatory gene, it is necessary to be able to turn off repressor synthesis. One approach to this problem has been the use of temperature-sensitive constitutive mutants. Two such mutants have been described6' I in which kinetic arguments suggested that the rate of synthesis of a repressor was the temperature-sensitive variable.
We have sought to perform the same test by stopping repressor synthesis in a different and more direct manner. We consider such a test warranted by the indirect nature of the experiments with temperature-sensitive mutants. Their interpretation is crucially dependent on the kinetic deduction that temperature shift-up arrests repressor production without affecting preformed repressor molecules; however, no direct demonstration of this point is possible yet. The interpretation is also complicated by the finding that mutations affecting the rate of synthesis of the beta-galactosidase repressor map in the cistron that specifies the structure of the repressor.7' 8 Thus, mutants in which the rate of synthesis of repressor is temperature-sensitive presumably produce an altered repressor, and it may be questioned whether properties of the repressor in these mutants are equally true in wild-type strains.
Therefore, we have examined the decay of repression of alkaline phosphatase synthesis after stopping the synthesis of wild-type repressor by the unambiguous device of removing the wild-type regulator gene. This is possible because of the relative instability of F' heterogenotes of E. coli.9 Cultures of such strains generally contain segregant and recombinant cells at frequencies of the order of 10-3. Thus, in a strain heterozygous for a regulator gene, an occasional cell each generation loses the dominant wild-type allele. The subsequent derepression of enzyme synthesis in this cell will reflect the stability of wild-type repressor formed before the loss of the dominant allele.
Rather than attempting to locate and study such rare cells, we subject a heterogenote culture to conditions which drastically increase the frequency of recombination and follow the subsequent derepression of enzyme synthesis due to the activity of newly produced recombinants.
The regulator gene we have used is the R1 alkaline phosphatase regulator gene,10 which is included in the F'13 episome.10' 11 We stimulate recombination by inducing thymidylate starvation, either through addition of fluorodeoxyuridine (FUDR),12 or through removal of thymine. Weigle has previously observed that thymine starvation increases recombination in vegetative lambda phage, 1 and Easton and Holliday have shown that FUDR increases mitotic recombination in Ustilago maydis.14 Materials and Methods. -Table 1 lists all the strains used in these experiments, their genotypes, and derivation. Heterogenotes were constructed by plating an appropriate number of washed, exponential F' donor cells together with 1-4 X 108 washed, exponential, lac, F-recipient cells on agar selective for the episomal lac+ allele and a recipient chromosomal allele (met+, Smr, or valr). F-ductants were purified by two or three cycles of single colony isolation, tested for heterozygosity of the lac allele, and maintained on selective agar with frequent transfer. All experiments with heterogenotes were performed with cultures grown from single colonies. Ri -clones were scored by spraying colonies on minimal or nutrient plates with 10 mg/ml p-nitrophenylphosphate (NPP) in 1 M tris, pH 8.0. Ri + and Ri +/R1 -colonies remain white, while Ri -colonies turn yellow rapidly. Alkaline phosphatase activity was measured by hydrolysis of NPP15 as described previously.6 Cell density was measured as optical density at 720 mu; an OD720 of 1.0 corresponds to 240 gg/ml of TCA-precipitable protein.
Results.-Figures la and b show the effects of FUDR on strain F'9, whose genotype is Ri-/F-Ri+. Two points are worth emphasizing: (1) a 20-fold increase in the frequency of Ri-clones occurs even before the viable count begins to drop due to thymineless death;16 (2) the frequency of Ri -clones remains constant after reversal of FUDR inhibition.
Whether these Ri-clones are hemizygous segregants or homozygous recombinants is not directly relevant to the point at issue here, namely, the speed of derepression following the elimination (in either way) of the dominant Ri + allele. In point of fact, we find that usually only about 10 The limiting differential rate attained Viable count and Ri-frequency in the reversal culture are plotted versus time after reversal of thymidylate starvation after resuspension. ought to be almost equal to the differential rate of a homozygous R1 -merodiploid times the frequency of R1 -recombinants. In ten experiments with three different heterogenotes, in which the recombinant frequencies varied from 0.6 to 20.0 per cent, the limiting differential rates observed were all within a factor of two of that expected on the basis of the recombinant frequencies. (In some experiments the differential rates were almost a factor of two lower than the expected value, possibly because of the occurrence of haploid as well as diploid recombinants.)°0UD ll 00.l.0
In order to be sure that the derepression observed in 0/ Figures 2 and 3 is, in fact, due to the activity of the homozygous recombinants, we have examined the effect W.
of thymidylate starvation on a number of related hap-M, loid and homozygous strains. Figure 4 shows that a FUDR inhibition has no effect on phosphatase synthesis in C3F2, the R1-parent of the heterogenotes, nor 00720 in a homozygous R1-merodiploid. Some derepression is observed after FUDR inhibition of W3747, which is the homozygous R1 +, F' donor used to construct the heterogenotes. This derepression appears to be an example of "escape synthesis"20-22 and will be described fully in a subsequent publication. However, "escape synthesis" is much too low to account for the derepression observed in heterogenote cultures, as shown in Figure 6 . The differential rate of "escape synthesis," both in W3747 and a thymineless R1 + homogenote, has been 10-20 per cent of that observed in identically treated heterogenotes in several experiments.
Thus, no factor other than the generation of recombinants can account for 80-90 per cent of the derepressed enzyme synthesis shown in Figures 2 and 3 . We conclude that such enzyme synthesis is indeed due to the derepression of recombinant cells following elimination of the dominant R1 + allele.
Discussion.-In order to estimate the stability of R1+ repressor formed before segregational elimination of the R1+ allele, we need some idea of the relationship between differential rate and repressor concentration. If the repressor were stable, then the present results would require that the differential rate vary inversely with about the fifth power of repressor concentration. Such a high-power Fig. 1 Fig. 2 ; the data in (C) come from the experiment of the R1+ repressor, as we have sug- Fig. 3 . gested previously.6 In order to measure the time constant for repressor inactivation, we have plotted the differential rate versus physiological time after reversal of thymidylate starvation in 6 experiments with 3 heterogenotes (Fig. 8) . In each experiment the first differential rate plotted was observed after the point at which escape synthesis could be expected to take effect, as judged by experiments with R1 + homogenotes; it is clear from Figure 6 that escape synthesis in a homogenote takes effect very suddenly after about 0.5 generations (of OD720), whereas with a heterogenote one observes a continued acceleration of enzyme synthesis after this point, which must reflect the disappearance of repressor in recombinant cells. The first differential rate plotted in each experiment is already several times greater than the control value. Thus the subsequent points should be nearly proportional to the actual differential rate in the recombinant cells.
Assuming a first-order decay of repressor, the mean lifetime of repressor is equal to the time required for an e-fold increase in differential rate. This parameter, quoted under each curve, is about 0.3 generations.
These data supply a slight overestimate of the lifetime of the repressor since population heterogeneity will tend to increase the value. We conclude that the mean lifetime of repressor molecules is somewhat under 0.3 generations.
Summary.-The stability of the repressor of alkaline phosphatase specified by the R1 + regulator gene was determined by studying the decay of repression after elimination of this gene. The gene is eliminated from Ri+/R1-heterogenotes by the production of RM-homogenotes, a process which is powerfully stimulated by thymidylate starvation. The lifetime of the R1 + repressor is somewhat under 0.3 generations, assuming that the differential rate of enzyme synthesis varies inversely with the first power of repressor concentration. Evidence in support of this assumption is adduced from the variation in differential rate with dosage of the R1+ gene.
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